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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a tag recommendation algorithm for profiling the users in Sina Weibo. Sina Weibo has become the largest and most popular
Chinese microblogging system upon which many real applications are deployed
such as personalized recommendation, precise marketing, customer relationship
management and etc. Although closely related, tagging users bears subtle difference from traditional tagging Web objects due to the complexity and diversity
of human characteristics. To this end, we design an integrated recommendation
algorithm whose unique feature lies in its comprehensiveness by collectively exploring the social relationships among users, the co-occurrence relationships and
semantic relationships between tags. Thanks to deep comprehensiveness, our algorithm works particularly well against the two challenging problems of traditional recommender systems, i.e., data sparsity and semantic redundancy. The
extensive evaluation experiments validate our algorithm’s superiority over the
state-of-the-art methods in terms of matching performance of the recommended
tags. Moreover, our algorithm brings a broader perspective for accurately inferring missing characteristics of user profiles in social networks.
Keywords: tag recommendation, user profiling, tag propagation, Chinese knowledge graph

1 Introduction
Sina Weibo3 (Weibo in short), the largest counterpart of Twitter in China, is experiencing
fast growth and becoming a world-widely used microblogging system. So far, Weibo
has attracted more than 0.6 billion users in total and 5 million active users per day. The
applications or services related to Weibo are creating a plenty of business opportunities
since Weibo is attracting more and more users.
One of the most important services provided by Weibo is user tagging which allows a user to publish several tags to label themselves. These tags usually describe
user profiles including hobby, career, education, religion and etc. Hence, Weibo tags
are important for user understanding which is critical for many real industry applications, e.g., personalized recommendation, precise marketing and customer relationship
management.
An effective tag recommendation algorithm is critical for Weibo. Weibo users can
be divided into two groups: the groups are willing/or not to label themselves. For the
⋆
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group willing to, an effective tag recommendation mechanism can make it easy for them
to ‘label’ themselves. The other group is not willing to label themselves with informative tags mostly out of the privacy concerns. An effective recommendation algorithm
thus is critical for the accurate characterization of these users. Despite of its importance, current tagging service only attracts 55% of Weibo users to tag themselves. The
remaining users do not label themselves with any tags either due to privacy concern or
inconvenient tagging service.
In general, tag recommendation for Weibo user has been rarely studied. Although
many tag-based recommender systems have been proposed, they generally can not be
used for tagging Weibo users due to the following reasons.
– First, the object to be tagged is different. In this paper, we focus on tagging Weibo
users, whereas most existing tag-based recommendation systems focused on tagging Web objects, such as photos in Flickr [25] or URLs [30, 11]. In general, these
systems make successful recommendations by utilizing abundant tagging activities
on objects and users. However, much of these information in general is absent in
Weibo setting (known as data sparsity problem), which poses a great challenge to
accurately tag a Weibo user. Worse comes to worse, many users do not have any
tag at all.
– Second, the objective of tag recommendation is different. Our recommendation
aims to characterizing a user’s individual preference of tags while many social tagging mechanisms were designed for collective preference of tags on the targeted
object. Clearly, mining individual preference is different to mining collective preference since each user has his/er own unique taste. We should recommend not only
diverse tags for a user but also satisfy a user’s unique taste.
In this paper, we develop an effective and efficient algorithm to recommend tags
for Weibo users. Although our algorithm is proposed for Weibo setting, the proposed
recommendation schemes can also be imported into other social network platforms,
such as Twitter and Facebook.
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Fig. 1. Framework of tag recommendation algorithm. Fig. 2. The meta-graph in our recommendation framework.

1.1 Requirements
First, the recommendation should effectively handle data sparsity. In our scenario,
nearly 45% of Weibo users have no tag. This will disable many collaborative filtering
(CF in short) based recommender systems [24, 12] and co-occurrence based recommendations [25].
Second, the recommended tags should be diversified enough to capture the multifacet characteristics of a real person. A user may publish several tags to characterize
all of these aspects, e.g., education, career, hobbies, favorite idols and etc. How to recommend a set of diversified tags to a user is challenging.
Third, the recommendation should be aware of the semantic redundancy in the recommended tags. It is not suitable for real applications if too many tags are recommended. E.g., a Weibo user is restricted to use 10 tags at most. Hence a user generally
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expects that the recommended tags are expressive and contain no (near-)synonyms. In
contrast, it is acceptable that different users use (near-)synonyms to tag the same object [8]. Thus, in those recommender systems towards tagging objects, semantic redundancy is not an issue.
To satisfy the above requirements, in this paper we first conduct empirical studies
to understand the tagging behaviors of Weibo users. Our findings reveal two effective
tag recommendation mechanisms:
1. Homophily based recommendation. Homophily is the tendency that birds with a
feather flock together [19]. It also holds on Weibo. A Weibo user tends to use the
same or similar tags as his/er friends, especially when the friend is simultaneously
one of his followees and followers, i.e., mutual fan.
2. Co-occurrence based recommendation. If a tag is deserved to be recommended, the
other tags that co-occurs with it are also deserved to be recommended.
Armed with these findings, we propose a tag recommendation algorithm to generate
informative and personalized tags for profiling Weibo users. Our algorithm is an integrated algorithm consisting of three major steps. Each step aims to address one of the
above requirements. Fig. 1 illustrates the our algorithm’s framework.
1. Step 1: Recommendation by Homophily. We recommend to a user with the most
frequent and informative tags from the tags used by his/er friends. We import TFIDF scheme to remove those frequent but less informative tags. We use this step to
solve the data sparsity problem.
2. Step 2: Expansion by Co-occurrence. We use co-occurrence based scheme to enrich
the recommended tag list so that the final tag list is diverse enough.
3. Step 3: Removing Semantic Redundancy. We construct a Chinese knowledge graph
(CKG in short) from online Chinese encyclopedias. Then, we map Weibo user tags
into CKG entities so that we can measure the semantic similarity of tags. Next, we
use an ESA-based (explicit semantic analysis) [7] metric to remove the synonyms
or near-synonyms from the recommended tag list. This step satisfies the third requirement.
Fig. 2 shows the entities and their relationships in our tag recommendation algorithm. We use this figure to illustrate our recommendation mechanism. In Step 1, we
recommend to user A with tag 2 and tag 3 that are mostly used by user B and C because
A follows B and C (which suggests that they have similar tag preferences). In Step 2,
tag 1 and tag 4 are also recommended because they are co-used with tag 2 and tag 3. In
Step 3, we remove either tag 1 or tag 2 because both concept x and y in CKG refer to
them implying their redundant semantics. The detailed mechanisms will be introduced
in the subsequent sections.
1.2

Contributions and Organization

In summary, the main contributions of this paper include:
1. Empirical Findings. We conducted extensive empirical studies to show statistical
user tagging behaviors and unveil effective recommendation schemes for tagging
Weibo users.
2. Effective Algorithm. We proposed an integrated algorithm to recommend a set of
tags to Weibo users towards personalized and informative user profiling.
3. Evaluations. We conducted extensive evaluations to justify the effectiveness of our
recommendation algorithm. The results show that our algorithm is useful in enriching user profiles as well as inferring the missing characteristics of Weibo users.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first display our empirical results
in Section 2 which are the basis of our recommendation algorithm. In Section 3, we
elaborate the detailed procedure of tag recommendation algorithm. In Section 4, we
present our experiments for evaluating algorithm performance. We survey the related
works in Section 5 and conclude our paper in Section 6.

2

Empirical Study

In this section, we conduct empirical studies on the collective tagging behaviors of
Weibo users. The empirical findings construct the basis of our tag recommendation
algorithm. We first introduce our dataset.
Dataset: We first randomly selected 3,000 Weibo users as seeds, then crawled their followers and followees. Thus there are more than 2.1 million users and 875,186 unique
user tags in total. Besides tags, the following relationships between the users were
fetched. All data were crawled before Oct. 2013. The statistics show that only 55.01%
of these users, i.e., about 1.15 million users have at least one tag.
2.1 Homophily in Tagging Behavior
Homophily is a tendency that an interaction between similar people occurs with a higher
probability than among dissimilar people [19]. Homoplily was shown to be a universal phenomenon across a variety of social media platforms such as Twitter [28]. More
specifically, the Twitter users following reciprocally (mutual fans) tend to share topical interests, have similar geographic and popularity [15]. Thus, an interesting question
arises: do close social relationships in Weibo also imply similar profiles or tags? To
answer this question, we first distinguish three important types of social relationships
among Weibo users: following (follower), followed (followee) and following reciprocally (mutual fan)4 . Next, we will empirically study the effects of these three relationships on tag similarity. At first, we define two types of tags for a Weibo user u.
Definition 1 (Real Tags). If u originally labels him/erself with some tags, these tags
are referred to as u’s real tags and denoted by RTu .
Definition 2 (Collective Tags). The tags that are most frequently used by u’s friends
are referred to as u’s collective tags and denoted by CTu .
To find the tags in CTu , we define a score function tf (t) to quantify the likelihood that
tag t belongs to CTu . The tf (t) function is defined as
tf (t) =

r(t)
∑

r(t′ )

(1)

t′ ∈T (N eg(u))

where N eg(u) is u’s friend group and r(t) is the number of users in N eg(u) who have
used tag t. T (N eg(u)) represents the tag set used by the users in N eg(u). We denote
the score function as tf because it is equivalent to the term frequency in document
retrieval. The larger the tf (t) is, the more likely the tag t belongs to CTu . If |CTu | is
limited to k, we select the top-k tags from T (N eg(u)) according to tf (t) value. In the
following text, we refer to tf (t) as the frequency based tag ranking score.
4

In this paper, we often refer to these three social relationships in Weibo as friend.
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Metrics of Evaluation: To justify the homophily in Weibo Tagging behavior, we compare CTu with RTu for those users having real tags. If the matching of CTu and RTu is
more evident than the matching of RTu and a random tag set, the homophily in tagging
behavior is evident. In this paper, we use the following three metrics to evaluate matching performance of generated/recommended tags to a user’s real tags (ground truth).
Precision (P@k): It is defined as the proportion of top-k recommended tags that are
matched to the ground truth (i.e., they are in real tag set), averaged over all samples.
Mean Average Precision (MAP@k): It is the mean of the average precision score
(AP) of top-k recommended tags for all samples. AP is defined as
∑k
AP @k =

i=1 (P (i)

× rel(i))

(2)

H

where rel(i) is an indicator function equaling 1 if the i-th tag is matched, 0 otherwise.
P (i) is the matched proportion of top-i tags and H is total number of matched tags in
all top-k tags.
Normailzed Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG@k): It is a famous metric to measure relevance level of search results to the query in IR systems [14]. For top-k recommended tags, the nDCG score can be calculated as
nDCG =

k
1 ∑ 2rel(i) − 1
Z i=1 log2 (i + 1)

(3)

where rel(i) is the same as Eq. 2 and Z is the normalized factor. Compared with MAP,
nDCG is more sensitive to rank position of recommended tags. In general, a user pays
less attention to the tags listed behind, hence nDCG is better to evaluate recommendation performance.
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Fig. 3. Matching performance of CTu to RTu
show that tag similarity is more evident for social friends than general users.
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Fig. 4. The proportion of (near-)synonyms in
top-k expanded list. Some expanded tags are
(near-)synonyms of the parent tags, but most
of them are complementary in semantic.

Results: Next, we show our empirical results which in general justify that the users in
Weibo who have close social relationships with each other tend to share similar tags.
Since the mean tag number of a Weibo user is 5.69 by our statistics, we only list the
results of |CTu |=6 (k=6) in Fig. 3 due to space limitation. We got consistent results
under other sizes of CTu . For comparison, we also compare RTu with a random tag
set. We randomly selected some users from the universal user set and used the most
frequent tags of these users as the random tag set. The figure displays that under all
metrics, random tag set have the worst matching performance and the collective tags
from followees have the best performance. These results imply that homophily is effective in tagging behaviors of Weibo users. That is, Weibo friends tend to share similar
tags. These results also justify the rationality of homophily-based tag recommendation,
which is used as the basic scheme in our tag recommendation algorithm.
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2.2 Co-occurrence in Tagging Behavior
From our dataset, we found that many Weibo users have more than one real tag. It
inspires us to use tag cooccurrence for tag recommendation. That means, if two tags
t1 and t2 co-occur with each other in many persons’ real tag lists and t1 has been
recommended to a user, then t2 also deserves to be recommended to this user. Tag cooccurrence was shown to be an effective mechanism for tag recommendation for photos
in Flickr [25]. Next, we first give the ranking scheme of tag t′ that co-occurs with t, then
we justify the co-occurrence based tag recommendation for Weibo users by empirical
studies.
Ranking: For a tag t recommended to a user, we first need to measure the extent to
which we recommend another tag t′ that co-occurs with t to the user. We may directly
measure it by t′ ’s co-occurrence frequency with t, denoted as tft (t′ ). Thus, the direct
implementation of co-occurrence based tag recommendation is recommending tag t′
with largest tft (t′ ) if t is recommended. The direct solution clearly favors those general
tags with high occurrence frequency, such as ‘music’ and ‘movie’. We need to suppress
them to select informative tags. We import an idf factor to reflect this requirement. As
in [10, 27], idf factor generally is defined as
idf (t′ ) = log

M − n(t′ ) + 0.5
n(t′ ) + 0.5

(4)

where n(t′ ) is the frequency of tag t′ ’s co-occurrence with t. M is the user number of
universal user set. Then, similar to TF-IDF in IR systems, we define a tf-idf score to
measure the extent to which tag t′ co-occurs with t as
st (t′ ) = tft (t′ ) × idf (t′ )
(5)
Given this score function, we can enrich a tag list by homophily based recommendation.
Table 1. Co-occurrence tags ranked by tf-idf score.
machine learning

tour

advertisement

data mining
NLP
recommender sys.
information retrieval
computer vision
pattern recognition
A.I.
big data
search engine
Internet

food
movie
fashion
music
listen to music
80s
freedom
travel
photography
indoorsy

media
marketing
communication
design
photography
Internet
innovation
movie
art
fashion

Results: Next, we justify the co-occurrence expansion by case studies on three typical
tags ‘machine learning’, ‘tour’ and ‘advertisement’, which are called as parent tags of
their co-occurring tags. In Table 1, we list the top-10 tags ranked by st (t′ ) that co-occurs
with the three parent tags. These tags are the candidates to enrich a recommended tag
list and called as expanded tags. From the table, we can see that most expanded tags
are semantically related but different from their parent tags. All these related tags often
tend to be co-used by users, e.g., ‘machine learning’ is very related to ‘data mining’ and
‘A.I.’, ‘design’ing an ‘advertisement’ needs ‘innovation’. It is desirable to recommend
these semantically different but related co-occurring tags so that the recommended tags
are fully informative and expressive to characterize a user.
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Moreover, we can also find some synonyms or near-synonym from the expanded
tags. For example, in Table 1, ‘travel’ is very semantically close to ‘tour’, so does ‘media’ to ‘communication’. We next quantify the extent to which synonyms occur in the
expanded list. To do this, we first selected 1000 most frequently used tags as the parent tags. For each of them, we summarized the proportion of the (near-)synonym tags
that occur in its expanded tag list. We will introduce our approach to distinguish (near)synonym tags in Sec. 3.3. We reported the average proportions over all parent tags under different top-k expanded tags. The results are shown in Fig. 4 where (near-)synonym
tags account for 15%∼20% in the expanded list. It shows that most of expanded tags are
meaningful. On the other hand, it also implies that we still need to remove the semantic
redundancy caused by the (near-)synonyms. This problem can be solved by our CKG
(Chinese knowledge graph) based approach that will be discussed in the next section.

3

Tag Recommendation Algorithm

In this section, we elaborate our tag recommendation algorithm which contains three
major steps, as shown in Alg. 1. For a user u, our algorithm generates k recommended
tags ordered by a ranking score. In the first step (line 2), we generate candidate tags by
homophily based recommendation scheme. In the second step (line 5 to 9), we expand
the tag list by the co-occurrence based recommendation scheme. In the third step (line
11 to 18), we remove all semantically redundant tags by a CKG based method.
3.1

Step 1: Recommendation by Homophily

According to the empirical results of Sec. 2.1, i.e., close social relationships imply
similar tags, we can profile a Weibo user by his/er collective tags. This strategy can
solve the data sparsity problem of Weibo tags. Recall Eq. 1, we directly collect the tags
from u’s friends, i.e., the direct neighbors of u, to constitute CTu . This naive approach
has two weaknesses. First, it will fail if no direct neighbors have real tags. Second, it
does not take into account the intimacy between two friends. Next, we will improve it
by taking into account indirect neighbors’ information and user intimacies. We use tag
propagation to materialize the effects of these factors. To better explain our algorithm,
we first give some preliminary definitions.
Definition 3 (Weibo Influence Graph). The Weibo influence graph G(V, E, w) is an
edge-weighted directed graph, where V is user set and E is influence edge set. Each
directed edge eu→v indicates the social influence from user u to user v. Furthermore,
we assign a weight wuv to this edge to quantifies the extent to which u can influence v
through it. In general, a followee has much more influence on his/er follower than the
vice versa that is indicated by Fig. 3. Hence, for a better interpretation of our algorithm,
we assume that only followee can influence his/er followers resulting in tag propagation
from followees to followers only. Specifically, if and only if user v follows u, there is an
edge eu→v in the influence graph. We further set wuv as the frequency that v retweets
u in a given period5 .
Based on the Weibo influence graph, we further define social influence which characterizes the intimacy between two Weibo users. It is similar to the influence proposed
by Mashiach et al. for optimizing PageRank algorithm [2].
Definition 4 (Social Influence). For a directed path p = (u0 , u1 , ..., ur ) in G, the social influence along p from u0 to ur equals to
5

The frequency of mention (@username) and comment can also be used to quantify the influence weight between Weibo users. Our experimental results show that the selection of weighting scheme does not affect the performance of our algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Tag recommendation algorithm with three steps.
Input: a Weibo user u; parameter k, q, λ, α;
Output: recommended tag list;
1: C ← ϕ;
2: compute S u ; //Step1: recommendation by homophily.
3: i ← 1;
4: while |C| < k do
5:
k′ ← k ×
∪ i; // begin Step 2: expansion by co-occurrence.
6:
C ← C {top-k ′ tags ranked by s(t)};
7:
for each tag∪t in C in the descending order of s(t) do
8:
C ← C {top-q tags ranked by st (ti )};
9:
end for
10:
set all newly added tags’ parents;
11:
Rank tags in C by ŝ(t) defined in Eq. 10; //begin Step 3.
12:
for each tag t in C in the descending order of ŝ(t) do
13:
for each tag t′ ordered after t do
14:
if sim(t, t′ ) ≥ α then
15:
remove t′ from C;
16:
end if
17:
end for
18:
end for
19:
i ← i + 1;
20: end while
21: return the top-k tags in C;

si(p) =

r−1
∏
i=0

wu u
∑ i i+1
wuui+1

(6)

u:u→ui+1

where u is ui+1 ’s in-neighbor in G. Let Pr (v, u) be the set of all paths of length r from
v to u, thus the social influence of v on u at radius r is
∑
sir (v, u) =
si(p).
(7)
p∈Pr (v,u)

Furthermore, we define si0 (u, u) = 1 and si0 (v, u) = 0 for all v ̸= u. Then, the total
∞
∑
social influence of v on u is si(v, u) =
sir (v, u).
r=0

Computation: Suppose there are overall N tags in G, the first step of our algorithm
aims to calculate a tag score vector S u = [s(1), ..., s(N )] ∈ RN for a user u, in which
s(j) (1 ≤ j ≤ N ) quantifies the extent to which tag j can profile u, i.e., the ranking
score of candidate tag j. To consider the influence of indirect neighbors, we let the tags
of indirect neighbors propagate along the path in the influence graph. Intuitively, if a
user v has a more significant influence on u (i.e., larger si(v, u)), u will be more tending
to use v’s tags to profile him/erself. To reflect these facts, we define:
r
∑
∑∑
Su =
si(v, u)T v =
sij (v, u)T v
(8)
v∈V

v∈V j=0

where T v ∈ R is v’s real tag distribution vector and its entry tj = 1/n(1 ≤ j ≤ N )
if
∑user v originally uses tag j, otherwise tj = 0. n is the number of user v’s real tags and
tj = 1. Refer to Eq. 6 and Eq. 7, we can recursively compute the social influence of
user v on user u at radius r as
N
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Algorithm 2 Step1: Computing u’s tag score vector S u .
Input: u, r;
Output: S u ;
1: S u ← ϕ;
2: layer0 ← u;
3: si0 (u, u) ← 1;
4: if u has origin tags then
5:
Su ← T u;
6: end if
7: for i=1 to r do
8:
layeri ←{all in-neighbors of the nodes in layeri−1 };
9:
for ∀v ∈ layeri do
10:
if v has real tags then
11:
for each v’s out-neighbor
x do
∑
∑wvx
12:
sii (v, u) ←
sii−1 (x, u);
w ′
x:v→x v ′ :v′ →x

v x

13:
end for
14:
S u ← S u + sii (v, u) × T v ;
15:
end if
16:
end for
17: end for
18: return S u ;

sir (v, u) =

∑
x:v→x

w
∑ vx
sir−1 (x, u)
wv′ x

(9)

v ′ :v ′ →x

where x is v’s out-neighbor who has a path of r − 1 length to u at least, and v ′ is x’s
in-neighbor. That is, the social influence of v on u at radius r equals to the weighted
average influence of v’s out-neighbors on u at radius r − 1. This implies that we can
compute S u iteratively as shown in Alg. 2. The computation starts from u. In the i-th
iteration (line 7 to 17), for each user v that is i steps away from u and have real tags, we
calculates its social influence on u by summing up the weighted social influences on u
of each v’s out-neighbor x at radius i − 1.
Optimization: Next, we optimize above computation from two aspects.
1. Setting A Shorter r. Obviously, the computation cost of Eq. 8 is unbearable if r is big.
Refer to the observations on Twitter that more than 95% of information diffusion is less
than the scope of 2 hops from the origin [15], we can set r ≤ 2 in the real applications.
We will present how to learn this upper bound of r in the experiment section.
2. Suppressing General Tags. Similar to co-occurrence tag expansion, we should suppress the tags that are too generally used by all users in order to find the specific and
informative tags. Therefore, we also import an idf factor matrix D into Eq. 8. That is
replacing T v with T v D, where D = diag[d1 , ..., dN ] is an N ×N diagonal matrix and
each non-zero entry dj (1 ≤ j ≤ N ) is defined as Eq. 4. After S u is computed, we rank
all tags according to s(j) and then select the top-k tags as the candidate set, namely C,
that will be fed as the input of Step 2. k is the number of tags to profile a user.
3.2

Step 2: Expansion by Co-occurrence

We have shown in Sec. 2.2 that co-occurrence is also an important tag recommendation
mechanism. Therefore, we use this mechanism to enrich the recommended tags. The
input of this step is the ranked tag list C generated in Step 1. The output is a new
ranked list consisting of C and other expanded tags.
In Step 2, for each tag t ∈ C, in order to generate its expansion list, we select
the top-q co-occurring tags, namely ti , according to st (ti ) value (refer to Eq. 5). If a
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co-occurring tag ti can be found in more than one expansion list, ti will only join the
expansion list of the tag t having the maximal s(t). We refer to such t as ti ’s parent tag,
namely p(ti ). Thus, for each ti , p(ti ) is unique. If an expanded tag has existed in C, we
just ignore it. As a result, at most k × q new tags can be discovered. Let C ′ be the new
candidate tag list after expansion. Thus, C ′ − C contains all newly expanded tags.
Re-ranking: After we generated the new recommendation tag set C ′ , we need to re-rank
each member of C ′ . The key of the new ranking is to ensure that the tags in C ′ − C can
fairly compete with those tags in C. To meet this requirement, we define a new ranking
score ŝ(ti ) for each tag ti ∈ C ′ :
{
s(ti )
ti ∈ C;
ŝ(ti ) =
(10)
s i ) (ti )
λ × s(p(ti )) × p(tZ
otherwise
where λ ∈ (0, 1) is a damping parameter, Z is used for normalization and set as the
maximal st (ti ) of all ti s that co-occur with t. If ti is one of the original tag found in
Step 1 (i.e., ti ∈ C), we directly use the s(ti ) as its new score. Otherwise, we inherit
s i ) (ti )
the score from p(ti )’s ranking score s(p(ti )) generated in Step 1 and use λ and p(tZ
as two multiplicators to suppress it (sp(ti ) (ti ) is also defined according to Eq. 5). Since
p(ti ) is unique, ŝ(ti ) is well defined.
The rationality of the new score is two-fold:
1. ŝ(ti ) should be smaller than s(p(ti )). The definition can ensure this because λ ∈
s i ) (ti )
(0, 1) and p(tZ
∈ (0, 1]. On the other hand, to ensure ti is competitive enough, we
usually set λ ≥ 0.5.
2. For any two tags ti , tj in one tag t’s expansion list, ŝ(ti ) < ŝ(tj ) should hold if
st (ti ) < st (tj ). It is not difficult to prove that ŝ(ti ) satisfies the requirement.
3.3

Step 3: Removing Semantic Redundancy

As pointed out in [8], users often tag the same resource with different terms for their
various habits or recognition. Similarly, Weibo users may use different terms to express
the same or close semantics. As a result, many synonyms or near-synonyms tend to
exist in Weibo tags. For example, tag ‘tour’ and ‘travel’ are both widely used in Weibo.
Thus, the candidate tag set may have some tags of the same or similar semantics. These
tags are redundant and should be avoided due to space limitation of a Weibo user’s tags.
For this purpose, we first construct a Chinese Knowledge Graph (CKG in short) and
then use an Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA in short) [7] based model to represent a
tag’s semantics through the concepts in CKG.
The CKG is a big graph constituted by millions of concepts and entities extracted
from online encyclopedias such as Baike6 . Each concept can be classified into one or
more categories and there exists a unique Web article to explain it. In each Web article,
there are many hyperlinks referring to other concepts, namely reference concept. These
hyperlinks constitute the edges of CKG (refer to Fig. 2). A concept can be referred to
by more than one article. As well, a concept can also be referred to more than once in
an article. Thus, for a reference concept, we can use the concepts whose articles refer to
it, to represent its semantics. The number of referring also allows us to calculate a tf-idf
score to select expressive concepts.
Based on above idea, we can quantify the semantics of a Weibo tag by first mapping
it into Baike concepts, i.e., the concepts in CKG. Specifically, given a tag a and a Baike
concept b, we map a to b if sa = sb or sb is the maximal substring of sa , where sa and
sb are the name strings of a and b, respectively. Under this mapping scheme, we can
find an appropriate Baike concept for 88.7% of Weibo tags.
6
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According to ESA, two tags are considered semantically related if their mapped
concepts are co-referred to in the same article pages of CKG. The more such articles
can be found, the more semantically related the two tags are. Based on it, we first
formalize a tag’s semantic representation as follows. Suppose CKG has L concepts in
total, the semantic interpretation of a tag i can then be represented by a concept vector
defined as C ∈ RL of which each entry, namely cj , represents the semantic relatedness
of concept j to tag i. cj can be calculated as the tf-idf score of tag i in concept j’s
article. We notice that many concepts in CKG are quite general and cover a wide range
of topics. These concepts in general have less semantic descriptiveness on a tag than
those specific concepts. Hence we need to suppress these general tags. Intuitively, the
concepts belonging to more categories are more general than the concepts belonging to
less categories. Consequently, we further define
tsj (i)
cj =
(11)
|cat(j)|
to punish general tags, where tsj (i) is the tf-idf score and cat(j) is concept j’s category
set.
Then, given two tags i and j, we can measure their semantic similarity by computing
the cosine similarity of C i and C j , i.e., sim(i, j) = cosine(C i , C j ). According to the
definition of concept vector, the larger the sim(i, j) is, the more possible that i and j
are (near-)synonyms. The detailed procedure of removing semantically redundant tags
is shown in Alg. 1. We first sort the tags in C by the descending order of ŝ(t) value. For
each tag t in the ordered list, we start an inner loop to scan each tag t′ ordered after t.
If sim(t, t′ ) is larger than a threshold α, we remove t′ from C. Finally, if C contains
more than k tags, we just return the top-k tags ranked by ŝ(·) function (refer to Eq. 10).
3.4

Parameter Learning

There are several parameters in our tag recommendation algorithm, i.e., r in Step 1, q
and λ in Step 2 and α in Step 3. In this subsection, we introduce how to set the best
parameter values.
To find the best α, we used the synsets in Cilin7 (a popular Chinese synonym
database) as positive samples and manually labeled non-synonym paris as the negative sample. We use these samples as the training dataset to train a binary classification
model. Then we found that α=0.007 is the most effective threshold for distinguishing
(near-)synonyms.
Next, we introduce how to learn the best value for q, r and λ. We first introduce
how to evaluate the goodness of a recommended tag set. For a user with real tags, we
can take his/er real tags as the ground truth. We can compare the recommended tags to
the ground truth for the evaluation. In Sec. 2.1, we use the results of exact match for the
comparison. But it is too strict for tag recommendation. For example, it is reasonable
to recommend ‘tour’ to a user with a tag of ‘travel’ although the two tags are lexically
different. To relax the match, we use the aforementioned cosine similarity between
concept vectors to measure the match between two tag sets.
More formally, suppose our algorithm of the parameter setting θ recommends u
with a tag set, namely T (u, θ). Let C u (θ) be the concept vector of T (u, θ)’s. According
to Eq. 11, each entry of C u (θ), namely cj , can be defined as
∑
tsj (t)
× ŝ(t, θ)
(12)
cj =
|cat(j)|
t∈T (u,θ)

where t is a tag in T (u, θ) and ŝ(t, θ) is t’s score derived by our algorithm under the
setting θ. For computing u’s real tag set RTu ’s concept vector, namely C̄ u , we set
7
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ŝ(t) = 1/|RTu | because we can not acquire u’s extent to which s/he prefers to a real tag.
Then, we propose an objective function F to measure the semantic similarity between
T (u, θ) and RTu as
F(u, θ) = sim(T (u, θ), RTu ) = cosine(C u (θ), C̄ u )
.Thus, the best parameter setting (including q, r and λ) ∑
should be
F(u, θ)
θ∗ = arg max E(F(u, θ)) = arg max u∈U
|U |
θ∈Θ
θ∈Θ

(13)

. U is the training user set consisting of the seed users having real tags in our Weibo
dataset. Finally, we found that q = 1, r = 2, λ = 0.5 are the best θ in our tag recommendation algorithm.

4

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our tag recommendation algorithm
through the comparisons with some state-of-the-art methods. We not only present the
match performance of our recommendation algorithm, but also display the effectiveness
of the recommended tags on inferring user profiles.
4.1

Experimental Settings

We first introduce the evaluation method and the competitors of our algorithm.
Human Assessments: One direct way to assess the recommended tags is comparing
them with the real tags since the real tags are each Weibo user’s preferences. However,
nearly half of Weibo users have no real tags. So we have to resort to human assessments
for evaluating the recommended tags. Specifically, we inquired each test Weibo users
whether s/he will accept the recommended tags. Each user can select an option of yes,
no and unknown for a tag. We only take the tag of yes as matched tag.
Baselines:
1. FREQ.: The first baseline is a naive method because it selects the recommended
tags merely by ranking the frequency of candidate tags used by a user’s followees, i.e.,
collective tags.
2. TF-IDF: This baseline recommends the tags according to the TF-IDF scheme.
3. CF: The CF approach has been proposed in [25] to recommend tags for a Flickr image based on tag co-occurrence mining. That is, for a user with real tags, we recommend
to him/her with some tags that are co-used with his/er own tags by many other users. In
fact, this method can be viewed as an item-based collaborative filtering approach when
we regard a tag as an item and the tags co-used by a user as similar or related items.
Clearly, this recommendation method can not be applied for the users without real tags.
4. TWEET: This approach is a content-based recommendation scheme which has been
widely used in previous recommender systems [6, 9]. This approach extracts some keywords from a user’s tweets as the recommended tags since a user’s tweets are direct
indicators of users interests or preferences.
In our algorithm, the tags are generated from local neighbors within radius 2 (r=2).
Hence, we name our algorithm as Local Tag Propagation Algorithm (LTPA in short).
Besides r, the parameters q and λ of our algorithm were also set as the best values tuned
by corresponding learning models (see Sec. 3.4) in the experiments.
4.2

Effectiveness

We justify our algorithm’s effectiveness from two aspects. We first present the global
match performance of our tag recommendation algorithm by comparing to the baselines. Then we justify the effectiveness of each step of our algorithm.
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Fig. 5. Human assessment results of the recommended tags to the test users having real tags.
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Fig. 6. Human assessment results of the recommended tags to all the test users.

Global Performance: From the 3000 seed users in our dataset, we randomly selected
500 users as the test users in our experiments in which the spam users were excluded.
Then, we designed two groups of experiments to recommend tags to these test users.
In the first group, we compared all recommendation algorithms on the 268 test users
having real tags since CF can only work on the users with tags. In the second group, we
compared all competitors except for CF on all 500 test users. The human assessment
results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. The results show that all algorithms
perform the best when recommending top-5 tags. It proves that the algorithms can rank
the best tags to a top position. The results also reveal that LTPA performs the best in all
cases. The superiority of LTPA and TF-IDF over FREQ. justifies that the effectiveness
of idf factor to discover informative and personalized tags for profiling a user. We will
illustrate it by case studies in the next subsection. TWEET almost performs the worst
in all cases, implying that the keywords directly extracted from tweets are generally not
appropriate for user profiling. Further investigation on the tweet content reveals that,
most tweet keywords are colloquialisms or person name of friends and newsmakers. For
example, ‘Diaos’ is a new Internet vocabulary and is widely used by Chinese youngsters. These words produced due to the oral and informal language style in short tweets
(less than 140 characters) can not accurately and completely characterize a user.
Effectiveness of Each Step: In Sec. 2.1, we have justified the rationality of homophily
based recommendation. Next, we present the recommendation results after we add Step
2 and Step 3 incrementally into our algorithm to justify the co-occurrence based expansion and removing semantic redundancy. Since our algorithm has the best performance
when k=5, we only evaluated our algorithm by recommending top-5 tags to the test
users.
Step 2: To justify Step 2, we investigated the expanded tags generated by our algorithm
consisting of Step1 and Step 2. We found that 75.11% of the expanded tags are newly
discovered tags. In average, about 35.37% of these newly expanded tags were labeled
as matched by the volunteers. These results imply that co-occurrence based expansion
is necessary and effective in enriching the recommended tag list.
Step 3: Then, we ran the whole algorithm consisting of the three steps. We found that
14.55% of the tags after Step 2 were identified as (near-)synonyms of the previous tags.

top-k
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By surveying the volunteers’ acceptance about the removed tags, we found that 74.7%
of these (near-)synonyms identified by Step 3 are really redundant. These results justify
the effectiveness of removing semantic redundancy.
Table 3. Case studies to justify inference performance of the recommended tags.
user algorithm tag list
real tags music, fashion
Table 2. Inference accuCF
movie, food, listen to music, tour, 80s
racy in four profile cateTWEET Jehovah, Miss HongKong, beauty, child, good man
gories.
Christian, food, movie, 80s, tour
userA FREQ.
category accuracy
TF-IDF Christian, Bible, Emmanuel, micro fashion, tide
location
94.64%
LTPA
Christian, Bible, faith, God’s baby girl, God’s child
occupation 76.47%
Shantou (a Chinese city), WeChat, Internet,
TWEET
Shantou people, girl
education 95.24%
FREQ.
tour, food, movie, Internet, music
religion
99.21%
userB
machine learning, Internet,
TF-IDF
data mining, Fudan University, technology
machine learning, IT, Internet,
LTPA
Fudan University, data mining

4.3 Inference of User Profiles
Many users are reluctant to publish their profiles, i.e., location, professions and religion, possibly due to the privacy concern. Hence, accurately inferring user profiles is
very important for better understanding the users who have no tags or no informative
tags. For the users who do not introduce themselves completely, the recommended tags
can be used to infer the absent user characteristics. Identifying user profile characteristics can contribute to many real applications such as maintaining social cliques, search
for target user and etc. To test the performance of inferring user profiles, we ran our
algorithm on the test users to recommend top-5 tags. Then, we filtered out the test users
whose recommended tags contain profile information and evaluated inference accuracy
by inquiring the users. Table 2 lists the inference accuracy of tags generated by our algorithm w.r.t. four basic profile information: location, profession, education and religion.
The results verify that our algorithm is effective on inferring user profiles.
Case Studies: Finally, we give two case studies to highlight our algorithm’s effectiveness on recommending personalized and informative tags to enrich a user’s profile.
Case 1: User A in Table 3 is a test user who has real tags. We can see that user A’s real
tags uncover nothing about her religion. CF can not recommend any tags indicating
her religion either. In TWEET and FREQ., there is only one word, i.e., ‘Jehovah’ and
‘Christian’, implying user A’s religion (Christianism). In contrast, TF-IDF and LTPA
can recommend more than one tag that apparently reveal user A’s religion. It is because
these two algorithms can find more personalized and informative tags through idf factor.
By investigating user A’s tweets, we confirmed that she is really a Christian.
Case 2: Another test user B has no real tags. As a result, CF can not be applied on this
user. From Table 3, we find that FREQ. only reveals general interests of youngsters.
TWEET can only find keywords about his hometown (‘Shantou’). In contrast, TF-IDF
and LTPA can recommend more personalized and informative tags. From these tags we
can confidently infer that user B is a university student (the university name is anonymous for blind review) who is interested in machine learning and data mining. In fact,
user B is a student volunteer in the data mining laboratory of Fudan University.
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Related Work

Tag Recommendation and Social Recommender: Most previous works of tag recommendation were employed on a triplet basis, i.e., user, tag and resource [11, 29, 18, 13],
instead of tagging a user. Xu et al. [29] proposed a set of criteria for a high quality tag.
Based on these criteria, they further proposed a collaborative tag suggestion algorithm
to discover the high-quality tags. Song et al. [26] recommended tags for a document
according to the mutual information between words, documents and tags. In addition,
Sigurbjornsson et al. [25] presented some recommendation strategies based on tag cooccurrence. Liu et al. [17] introduced a tag ranking scheme to automatically rank the
tags associated with a given image according to tag relevance to the image content. All
these methods were designed on the premise that each tagged object already has tags
resulting in vulnerability to data sparsity towards tagging Weibo users. Similar to Step
1 in our algorithm, many scholars tried to improve recommendation performance by
exploiting social context. These systems are generally called social recommender [3].
Ma et al. [18] used social relationships to solve the cold start problem of CF, but they
mainly focused on rating objects instead of persons. Ben-Shimon et al. [4] explicitly
quantified user similarity by computing their distances in the social graph without considering personality. Quijano-Sanchez et al. [22] resorted to a TKI survey upon users
to acquire personality values which is not feasible to real on-line applications. Hotho et
al. [13] also used a PageRank-based model to rank tags but they did not consider the
semantic redundancy of tags.
Tag Semantics: One of the prerequisites to study the user tagging behavior is understanding the semantic of tags [1]. In general, to understand tag semantics, tags should
be mapped into a thesauri or a knowledge base. E.g., mapping Flickr tags [25] and
Del.icio.us tags [5] into WordNet, or mapping tags into Wikipedia categories by the
content of tag-associated objects [21]. Moreover, some meta graphs are also constructed
for understanding tags, such as a tag graph encoding co-occurrence relationships among
tags [30, 17]. Given that the low tag coverage of WordNet, we resort to Wikipedia-like
encyclopedia, i.e., CKG in this paper. Furthermore, we improve ESA [7] by taking into
account the categories of CKG concepts to improve the precision of a tag’s semantic
interpretation.
User Profile Inference: Sadilek et al. [23] presented a system to infer user locations
and social ties between users. Mislove et al. [20] tried to infer user profile based on
the open characteristics of a fraction of users. These mechanisms are not as flexible
as our approach because they only work under the assumption that characteristics of
some users have been uncovered in advance. The authors in [16] proposed an influence
based model to infer home locations of Twitter users. Although their work also resorted
to social relationships for an accurate inference, their model can only be used to infer
location and needs expensive analysis of tremendous tweets. In contrast, our solution
mainly depends on crawling and analyzing tags that are less costly than processing on
tweets.

6

Conclusion

Motivated by many real applications built upon user profiles, we dedicate our efforts in
this paper to tag recommendation for Weibo users. We conducted extensive empirical
studies to unveil effective tag recommendation scheme based on which we proposed an
integrated tag recommendation algorithm consisting of three steps, i.e., tag recommendation based on local tag propagation, tag expansion by co-occurrence and CKG-based
elimination of semantically redundant tags. Extensive experiments validate that our algorithm can recommend more personalized and informative tags for profiling Weibo
users than the state-of-the-art baselines.
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